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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The editorial practice in this volume follows that of previous volumes, with
two exceptions. In the lists of land grants (pp. 139-155) and of the Stafford
fees (pp. 232-4) only the headings are translated, and the Household
assignments on pp. 155-163 are selectively translated. This change in
practice is due to the repetitiveness of the entries; all other Latin passages
are translated in full. Secondly, in the lists of office holders in this volume
paragraph marks have beenretained where they are used to draw attention
to specific entries, and are indicated by [n]. Elsewhere in the manuscript
they are used indiscriminately, and have been omitted.

As in Volume Two, a numberofscribal omissions have been supplied from
other sources, as follows:-

Doe Johannem from: Henry Drummond, Histories of Noble
British Families, II, (1846), swb Dundas

p. 146 Martock from: PRO Special collections SC11/827, Schedule
of reserved rents

p. 147 Leycestre from: B.L. Harleian MS. Vol.1, p. 173
p. 148 John from: ibid, p. 188

Somerset from: ibid, p. 201
p. 149 Thomas from: ibid, p. 150

In the papal letters on pp. 76-86 omitted names have been supplied where
possible from the Handbook of British Chronology, edited by Sir F.M.

Powicke and E.B. Fryde (2nd ed., 1961).

A list of scribal errors in the manuscript is supplied in Volume Four.

Finally the Editors wish to thank Professor Robert Somerville for his advice
on points arising in pp. 76-86, the collection of letters concerning the
primacy of the See of York over Scotland.

 




